Team Members

❖ Naomi Constantino
❖ Ashley McDonald
❖ Lexie Zimmerman
❖ Lexi Anderson
Supply List

- Marble Hydraulic Screw
- Marbles
- Dominoes
- Paper Towel Rolls
- Toilet Paper Rolls
- Popsicle Sticks
- Washi Tape
- Shoe Boxes
- Paint Stirring Sticks
- Marble Track
- Wood Track
- Paint
- Cardboard
Escape From The Aliens
**Action #1**

- **Dominoes**
- **The domino block hits the big metal marble which leads to Action #2**

**Action #2**

- **The big metal marble**
- **The big metal marble falls into the cup which leads to Action #3**
**Action #3**

- The pulley cup
- The marble from Action #2 weighs the cup down and the string attached to the switch gets pulled which leads to action #4

**Action #4**

- The switch
- The switch get pulled by the string from action #3 which leads to action #5
**Action #5**
- The Hydraulic Screw
- The marble hydraulic screw gets activated by the switch and it brings a marble up which leads to action #6

**Action #6**
- The Tunnel
- The marble rolls down the tunnel with gravitational force which leads to action #7
**Action #7**

- The lever

- The marble coming down the tunnel hits the cardboard lever which activates action #8

**Action #8**

- The bouncy ball

- The bouncy ball rolls down the track and activates action #9
**Action #9**

- The Electric component
- The electric component sends electricity through the red and black wires

**Action #10**

- The Alarm
- The alarm starts signifying that the aliens are there but the marble got out just in time
Pictures of our steps in action.
Pictures of our steps in action.
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Reflection

Major Losses: At one point we had to redo a whole half of our machine and we had to add two steps to the very beginning because the steps at the end didn’t lead to anything. Also one of our teammates (Lexie Zimmerman) left for a trip in the Philippines and missed the competition. And another one of our teammates (Lexi Anderson) got sick two days before the competition.

Major Successes: We were able to stay after school to work on our project. We also had easy access and good communication to other teammates. It was also nice to ask for help because we had teachers (Mrs. Henderson, Mrs. Hauck, Mr. Hauck) helped us. When we were struggling with our last few steps Mr. Hauck helped us sort it out and we got it all to work.
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